
 5 keys to
avoid a bad

haircut



 1. Do your research

Spend serious time asking around for recommendations and

browse the internet as google to get honest reviews. An expense

hair cut doesn’t always equal excellence and, with this in mind,

you need to choose your hairstylist or barber based on word of

mouth rather than price.

However, while the pricier isn’t always, the better, I still don’t

recommend that you go for the cheapest possible choice either.

2. Arrive on time

You can do to make sure you walk away with the

best haircut possible. Arrive approximately 10

minutes before your appointment and receive the

best possible service. Show up late and risk losing

valuable communication time with your stylist or

barber, getting the right vision of your new look.

3. Have an idea of your new look  

The moment you take the seat, communicate

exactly what you want and allow for your

hairstylist or barber to give you some honest

feedback on what direction you're going about

your new look. A buzz cut or man bun isn’t

necessarily for everyone! Your new haircut needs

to suit both your face and head shape, hair type,

and your age and allow for helpful suggestions on

how your cut could be improved for the better.



 
  4. Communication is the key
 

Avoiding any miscommunications and bad haircuts
become much easier if you bring inspirational pictures
with you.  Showing your hairstylist a picture of the
haircut you want will provide your stylist with an idea
of what you’re looking for – both in terms of cut and
even color. Your stylist will also be able to tell you if
that particular cut and style works for you.
 

 

5. Become consistent with regular cuts
 
I  cannot stress this enough: To avoid a bad
haircut in general, check-in for regular cuts!
– Your hair grows approximately 1 inch every 4th
week, and if you’re rocking a disconnect, it can
easily be anything but that after 4 weeks without
a trim.

Schedule regular appointments at your

barber/stylist to keep your new haircut looking

sharp 


